Multi-Modal X-ray Imaging and Analysis for Characterization of Urinary Stones
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Abstract: Background: The composition of stones formed in the urinary tract plays an important role in their management over time. The most common imaging method for the non-invasive evaluation of urinary stones is radiography and computed tomography (CT). However, CT is not very sensitive, and cannot differentiate between all critical stone types. In this study, we propose the application, and evaluate the potential, of a multi-modal (or multi-contrast) X-ray imaging technique called speckle-based imaging (SBI) to differentiate between various types of urinary stones. Methods: Three different stone samples were extracted from animal and human urinary tracts and examined in a laboratory-based speckle tracking setup. The results were discussed based on an X-ray diffraction analysis and a comparison with X-ray microtomography and grating-based interferometry. Results: The stones were classified through compositional analysis by X-ray diffraction. The multi-contrast images obtained using the SBI method provided detailed information about the composition of various urinary stone types, and could differentiate between them. X-ray SBI could provide highly sensitive and high-resolution characterizations of different urinary stones in the radiography mode, comparable to those by grating interferometry. Conclusions: This investigation demonstrated the capability of the SBI technique for the non-invasive classification of urinary stones through radiography in a simple and cost-effective laboratory setting. This opens the possibility for further studies concerning full-field in vivo SBI for the clinical imaging of urinary stones.
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1. Introduction

Kidney stone diseases (nephrolithiasis) and urinary stones diseases (urolithiasis) affect about 5% of the global population [1]. A high prevalence of these widespread diseases, with increasing rates in both infants and adults, is observed especially in industrialized countries with high socio-economical standards. Knowledge of the composition of urinary tract stones is a fundamental part of the preoperative patient evaluation, and this information influences treatment plans and recurrence prevention [2,3]. Twenty-four-hour urine collection, used to measure key components in the urine, is the most common method to assess urinary stone risk factors. For example, calcium oxalate (CaOx) stones can form under a wide range of physiological urinary pH conditions, while hydroxyapatite (HA) stones tend to form in alkaline urine [4]. Urinary supersaturation (SS), calculated from the composition of a twenty-four-hour urine collection, also correlates with the crystalline component of the stones passed. Therefore, physicians rely largely on the urine pH and urine SS profile to predict the stone composition [4], but the prediction capability of this method alone is mostly insufficient.
The standard imaging methods for the diagnosis and evaluation of urinary stones are ultrasonography (US), kidney–ureter–bladder (KUB) radiography, and non-contrast-enhanced computed tomography (NCCT) of the abdomen and pelvis [5,6]. US is widely accessible and poses no radiation dose, but suffers from low sensitivity and specificity. For X-ray imaging, one challenge is that only 60% of all renal stones are radiopaque and bear no risk of being missed [5,6]. Recently, dual-energy CT (DECT) has been suggested to improve the prediction capability for stone-type differentiation, compared to the standard CT [3–6]. By facilitating low- and high-energy scanning during a single acquisition, DECT has the inherent capability to help differentiate between materials that have similar electron densities but varying photon absorptions [3–5]. DECT is nearly 100% accurate when characterizing uric acid (UA) stones, both in vitro and in vivo [4]. Recently, some progress has been made to differentiate between non-UA stone types, such as calcium oxalate and hydroxyapatite stones [7]. However, the ability of DECT to discriminate among stone types depends on the difference between the CT number ratio of the materials, which is determined by the difference in the atomic numbers of stone components and the spectral separation [7]. The effective atomic numbers of the UA stone types fall into a narrow range (6.84–7.01); the effective atomic numbers of non-UA stones are higher and more varied (10.78–15.56). The large difference in the effective atomic numbers of UA and non-UA stones explains the ability of DECT to differentiate UA from non-UA stones with higher accuracy. However, the differences in the effective atomic numbers among the common non-UA stones such as cystine, struvite, calcium oxalate, brushite, and apatite are much smaller. Considering that many stones are a combination of two or more of the above compositions, a true differentiation of various stones remains a great challenge [7].

Multi-modal X-ray imaging techniques can potentially be an alternative for urinary stone diagnosis. These imaging techniques are sensitive to small phase shifts of X-ray wave fronts upon their interaction with matter, in addition to the amplitude attenuation; hence, they can provide additional contrast channels, such as phase-contrast and dark-field channels, that reveal complementary information about the inner microstructures [8,9]. The phase shift occurs due to the refraction of X-rays inside the matter and is considered the coherent effect of X-ray diffraction from the sample. The dark-field contrast is generated due to the ultra-small-angle scattering of X-rays from structures of a sub-pixel-length scale, which results in a diffused beam and reduced visibility of the recorded intensity, typically with respect to a empty-field reference image [10–13].

Many versatile applications have been demonstrated for X-ray phase-sensitive methods during the last two decades, from material characterization [14–18] to biomedical virtual 3D histology [19–26]. Various operational mechanisms have been implemented to extract such multi-contrast images by changing the configuration of X-ray radiography and tomography systems or introducing some optical elements [27]. Furthermore, most of them require a high degree of temporal and spatial beam coherence to provide efficient imaging. Therefore, most of them have been realized in synchrotron facilities. However, some of these techniques can be implemented with laboratory sources such as propagation-based imaging (PBI) [28], grating-based interferometry (GI) [29], edge-illumination imaging (EI) [30], and speckle-based imaging (SBI) [31,32].

The differentiation of urinary stone types through dark-field imaging has been investigated by Scherer et al. [33] with the GI technique. The authors provided a classification based on the complementarity of the absorption and dark-field contrast images. Since scattering mainly takes place at boundaries with locally changing densities and rich and varying microstructures, the resulting scattering signal is strong, whereas homogeneous and less micro-structured compositions lead to smaller scattering intensities [33–35]. On the other hand, the relation is the opposite for the absorption intensities. It has been shown, for in vitro urinary stones, that the ratio of the scatter and absorption coefficient can be used as an indicator of the stone type [33,35]. The sensitivity and specificity of the GI method, based on these preliminary results, seem to be excellent, superseding those based solely on absorption imaging (i.e., CT and DECT).
However, the GI method has some limitations that make its use for actual clinical applications challenging. First of all, the GI technique relies on the micro-structured absorption gratings which, despite other grating-based methods such as EI [36], need to be fabricated in high aspect ratios. Therefore, the gratings are currently difficult and expensive to make for high-energy full-field imaging such as pelvis and abdomen imaging. Moreover, GI needs an additional source grating in order to be used with high-power X-ray sources and to provide a sufficient spatial coherence. This would impose a beam flux loss and sub-optimal photon economy [36] and, consequently, an extra delivered dose to the pelvis and abdomen upon increasing the exposure time for achieving a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The time is also lengthened by a phase-scanning procedure, which is necessary to measure the interference modulation that further increases the scanning time and absorbed radiation dose.

Another multi-modal technique is speckle-based imaging (SBI) [37], of which a schematic is provided in Figure 1. The main advantage of this technique is simplicity and cost-effectiveness, with low coherence requirements (see Section 2.1). This method allows multimodal imaging at high energies and with a large field of view (FOV), with essentially no stepping procedure with laboratory sources. This has great potential for studying laboratory-based SBI for many medical applications [23,38].

![Figure 1. Depiction of the experimental setup for the X-ray speckle tracking imaging.](image)

In this work, we present an ex vivo multi-modal evaluation of different urinary stone types through the X-ray speckle-based imaging technique as a new technical approach to the problem. We confirm and compare our findings with X-ray diffraction (XRD), volumetric analysis by microtomography, and the GI technique. We will specifically discuss the potential of SBI in regards to the characterization and classification of urinary stones, and also regarding its potential for in vivo applications.

2. Materials and Methods

The sample collection of this study included urolithiasis from different species. One sample each from a dog, cat, and human was collected as surplus from laboratory analysis, based on the written consent forms for research use of samples. All samples were examined with X-ray speckle-based imaging (SBI), X-ray microtomography, X-ray grating-based interferometry (GI), and X-ray diffraction (XRD).

2.1. X-ray Speckle-Based Imaging (SBI)

A typical experimental configuration of speckle-based imaging is depicted in Figure 1. The system is basically similar to a conventional X-ray radiography and tomography, except for a random-pattern diffuser which is placed upstream or downstream of the sample. The diffuser modulates the partially coherent X-ray wave front by creating random speckles
on the detector. The speckle pattern can be used as a wave marker to detect any phase shifts and scattering from the sample by displacing the speckles, compared with a reference image without the sample. The system can operate with only two projections, a sample and a reference; such a system is then called X-ray speckle tracking (XST). However, one can scan the diffuser along one or two orthogonal directions to increase the spatial resolution when unraveling the speckle modulation [39].

Radiography images were acquired from three stone samples in an XST-SBI setup. The system was implemented with a Hamamatsu L10801 X-ray tube operated at 80–100 kVp and 1.5–2 mAs with 10 average frames. The source was placed 100 cm from a digital flat-panel detector, consisting of a 700 µm-thick CsI-scintillator layer. The detector elements were arranged in 1496 × 1880 pixels with 127 µm width. A sandpaper sheet with an average grit size of 18 µm was used as the diffuser. Two images were acquired from each sample, one with the diffuser and the sample and one without the sample. The images were analyzed in MATLAB to retrieve the multimodal signals. For the phase-contrast images, an implicit speckle tracking method was employed to extract the average refraction angles along two orthogonal directions [40]:

\[
a_x(y) = \frac{1}{k} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \frac{1}{\mu} \log_e F^{-1} \left( \frac{LFF \left[ 1 - I(x, y) / I_0(x, y) \right]}{1 + \pi \gamma D \lambda (u_x^2 + u_y^2)} \right) \right] \tag{1}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is \( \frac{\delta}{\beta} \), for which \( \delta \) and \( \beta \) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index of X-rays at the mean X-ray energy. In addition, \( \mu \) is the linear attenuation coefficient, \( D \) is the propagation distance, \( \lambda \) is the X-ray wavelength, and \((u_x, u_y)\) are the spatial frequency components in the Fourier space, corresponding to \((x, y)\) in the image space. \( F \) and \( F^{-1} \) are the Fourier and the inverse Fourier transform, respectively. \( LFF \) is an optional low-frequency filter applied in the Fourier space to eliminate the effect of low-frequency random noise introduced when retrieving the phase. The pure attenuation image (T) is obtained by:

\[
T(x_i, y_j) = \frac{T(x'_i, y'_j)}{I_0(x, y)} \tag{2}
\]

where \( I_0(x, y) \) describes the mean reference signal value in a 15 × 15 sliding analysis window with a central pixel at \((x_i, y_j)\). As such, the modulated \( T(x'_i, y'_j) \) is the mean intensity value centered at \((x_i, y_j)\). The dark-field (D) image implies the diffusion of partially coherent X-rays inside the sample, calculated as:

\[
D(x_i, y_j) = \frac{1}{T(x_i, y_j)} \sigma_0 \tag{3}
\]

where \( \sigma_0 \) and \( \sigma \) are the standard deviations of the reference and the sample images in the subset window, respectively.

2.2. X-ray Microtomography

The samples were scanned in a normal tomography setup in the EasyTom XL Ultra 160 (RX Solution) micro/nanoCT scanner. X-ray micro tomography alone can provide a 3D visualization of internal micro-structures, as indicated by changes in the X-ray attenuation value of the stones. The microfocus source with an additional 0.35 mm-thick copper filter was operated at 140 kVp and in the range of 25–360 µAs. The detector was a digital flat-panel detector with a CsI scintillator with a pixel size of 127 µm. The projection images were then processed and reconstructed through Xact software (revision 21.04), and 3D volume images were analyzed and visualized by VGStudio MAX 3.3 software.

2.3. X-ray Grating-Based Interferometry (GI)

An in-house X-ray Talbot–Lau grating interferometry setup was also employed to acquire multi-contrast images from three urinary stone samples. The interferometer con-
sisted of a Varian HPX 160-11 conventional source, a Teledyne Dalsa Shad’o’Box flat-panel
detector with Gadox scintillator, and three line gratings made by KIT Microworks. The
source grating G0 was made of multiple 70 µm-high gold lines etched into a Si wafer
with a 30 µm pitch and 0.3 duty cycle. The G0 creates partially coherent beams from the
incoherent X-ray tube, working at 45 kVp and 20 mA. The phase grating G1 had multiple
2.92 µm-pitch line patterns with a 6.1 µm nickel depth. This grating creates a periodic wave
pattern, generating interference fringes at the 4th Talbot distance on the absorption grating
G2. The grating G2 was made of multiple 70 µm-high gold lines etched into a Si wafer
with a period of 3.24 µm. The G0 to G1 and G1 to G2 distances were 1238 mm and 134 mm,
respectively. The detector pixel size was 49.5 µm [35].

The three samples were scanned through an 11-step scanning process over one G2
period, and the same process was performed without the sample to obtain the reference
images. Each frame was acquired in 2.2 s, which, in total, took 50 s for the whole image
acquisition for each sample. The fringe intensity modulation was recorded and analyzed
through a common Fourier analysis in a built-in MATLAB program at Empa to retrieve
three attenuation, differential phase-contrast, and dark-field images from the interferometer.

2.4. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

The XRD analysis was used here as the reference standard for stone composition
analysis. To determine the structure of poly/single crystalline compounds of the three
urinary stone samples, a small piece of stone samples was cut and examined using XRD
methods. Two-dimensional wide-angle X-ray diffraction (2D-WAXD) was performed on a
STOE IPDS-II, using Mo-Kα radiation (0.71073 Å) at 40 mA, 50 kVp for 30 min with a beam
diameter of 500 µm in the transmission mode. The sample was placed perpendicular to the
beam to allow the X-rays to pass through the sample. The WAXD patterns were recorded
on an image-plate detector system with a 340 mm diameter placed at a distance of 200 mm
from the sample. The diffraction images were recorded covering a 2Θ range from 1.3° to
40°. For the phase analysis, 1D scans were obtained through a 360° radial integration of the
2D images.

While the IPDS-II detection system allows for the study of the overall structural state
of the samples (crystallinity, ordering), it is limited in resolution. With highly crystalline
samples, for a better peak separation and indexing, a PANalytical X’Pert Powder instrument
was used in a Bragg–Brentano configuration on powder samples. Data was collected at
room temperature using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å). The phase analysis was carried
out using the program Highscore Plus from Malvern Panalytical [41].

3. Results
3.1. X-ray Diffraction

The 2D diffraction images from the XRD measurements from the STOE-IPDS in-
strument are shown in Figure 2a–c) for the three investigated samples. They allow for
differentiating between the exciting structural features with respect to the phases, crys-
tallinity, and orientation. The dog sample shows the highest crystallinity based on the
observed single crystal diffraction behavior, which is clearly seen through the diffraction
spots on the 2D detector. The cat sample reveals a random orientation of crystallites. This
is monitored through sharp rings on the 2D images, also indicating a high crystallinity and
exceeding the detector resolution. The human sample is clearly nano- and polycrystalline,
which is seen by broader diffraction rings compared to the cat sample. The 1D diffrac-
tion patterns for these three samples were produced from a powder, and are presented
in Figure 2d. The results of the phase analysis are presented, respectively, in Table 1. It
should be recalled that the analysis was conducted for a piece of the stone samples, so the
information regarding the “main” and “minor” assignment does not necessarily represent
the whole stone, but the outer part of the sample.
From Figure 2, it can be seen that very different crystallographic phases are found in the extracted mineralizations. Detailed phase analyses are illustrated in Figure A1 of the Appendix. While, from the cat and human samples, mostly calcium oxalate and phosphate compounds are identified, the dog sample shows a single crystalline magnesium phosphate in its struvite form (see Table 1 and Figure A1). Struvite is a normal component of dog’s urine and will remain dissolved as long as the struvite concentration is low and the urine is acidic. Higher concentrations and alkaline urine result in stone formation. The cat sample reveals mainly hydroxyapatite and whewellite as a minor phase. In the human sample, only calcium phosphate components were identified—hydroxyapatite, as the main phase, and whitlockite as the minor phase. Details on phase formations are given in Table 1. Figure 2d reveals a strong increase of crystallinity from the human to the cat, then to the dog sample. Crystallinity evaluates the crystalline (well-resolved reflections) relative to the amorphous (background) part of the sample. The dog sample shows single crystalline behavior, which would be an indication of the slow growth of the entire stone.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. The 2D diffraction patterns of the stone samples from (a) dog, (b) cat, and (c) human urinary stone samples. (d) The 1D diffraction profiles of the three stones.

We see a clear difference in the type of phase formation and the crystalline state, both of which will affect the disease treatment.
Table 1. Composition and phase analysis of urinary stones by the XRD method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
<th>Crystal System</th>
<th>Space Group</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dog (SC) ¹</td>
<td>Struvite</td>
<td>Mg(NH₄)(PO₄)·6H₂O</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
<td>Pmn2₁</td>
<td>1.7 (white)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat (poly) ²</td>
<td>Whewellite (minor)</td>
<td>Ca(C₂O₄)·H₂O</td>
<td>Monoclinic</td>
<td>P2₁/n</td>
<td>2.2 (brown-gray)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydroxylapatite (main)</td>
<td>Ca₅(PO₄)₃(OH)</td>
<td>Hexagonal</td>
<td>P6₃/m</td>
<td>3.8 (gray-white)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human (nano-poly) ³</td>
<td>Whitelockite (minor)</td>
<td>Ca₉(Mg,Fe)(PO₄)₆(PO₃OH)</td>
<td>Tringonal</td>
<td>R3c</td>
<td>3.1 (gray-white)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydroxylapatite (main)</td>
<td>Ca₅(PO₄)₃(OH)</td>
<td>Hexagonal</td>
<td>P6₃/m</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ SC: single-crystal; ² poly: polycrystalline; ³ nano-poly: nano-polycrystalline.

3.2. MicroCT Volumetric Analysis

Figure 3 shows reconstructed slices for each stone sample. A 3D rendering of the samples is also depicted in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Reconstructed vertical slice of X-ray microtomography through three stone samples from (a) cat, (b) dog, and (c) human urinary stones. (d–f) Corresponding 3D rendering of the full stones in (a–c). In (e), the porosity size distribution is depicted by the side colorbar. The effective voxel sizes for the (a–c) microtomographs are 5.15, 12.86, and 39.9 µm, respectively.

The stone sample from the cat exhibits two main intensity ranges in the slice’s histogram: a relatively medium intensity, uniformly distributed inside the stone, and some hyperintense regions mostly in central slices close to the border in one view. The lower-intensity area is detected to be polycrystalline whewellite, and the hyperintense signal at the core of the stone is related to the highly absorbing hydroxylapatite (Figure 3a). Some porosity and cracks can be visualized inside the stone. The stone surface shows considerable overall roughness and irregularities, seen in the edges of the reconstructed slices and well rendered in the 3D volume (Figure 3d).

The dog’s stone appears very smooth in intensity, with some inner cracks and porosity, depicted in the image volume in Figure 3b,e. It is expected to see such a high degree of
intensity uniformity due to the single crystalline phase of this stone, detected by XRD analysis. The laminar structures of the human urinary stone can be well observed from the microCT slices, implying whitelockite as the repeated hyperintense layers grown around the relatively hypointense hydroxylapatite as the core (Figure 3c). There are granular heterogeneities from grown nano-polychrystalline whitelockite also distributed close and around the core. The hydroxyapatite layers are also observed between the whitelockite layers, creating high-contrast wavy patterns in the stone’s cross-sections. It should be noted that the advantage of microCT is that it can provide high-resolution, full volumetric information of the stones.

3.3. X-ray Speckle-Based IMAGING (SBI)

Figure 4 represents the multi-modal radiographs retrieved from the XST-SBI technique for three stone samples.

As observed from Figure 4, in all cases, the phase-contrast and dark-field images can provide more details about the heterogeneity, porosity, and roughness of the stone structure, added to the density and absorption information provided by the attenuation images. The dog’s stone appears very smooth in structure in the attenuation and refraction images, except for some larger central cracks and porosity visible in the refraction images, as also observed in the microCT slices. However, the dark-field image of this sample additionally shows high-frequency signals related to the micro-porosities or large imperfections inside the crystalline stone, which can not be observed in the other two contrast images.
Generally, the dark-field radiographs reveal a high signal from the microstructures and micro-porosities inside the urinary stones, due to the strong X-ray scattering from them (Figure 4d). Such micro-heterogeneities are below the spatial resolution of the imaging system and can not be visualized in the attenuation or refraction images. The strongest dark-field signals are observed for the human stone, which was known to have a layered and very non-uniform structure (Figure 4d—bottom). This heterogeneity can be also observed through the refraction images of the human stone as high-frequency refraction signals (Figure 4a,b—bottom). The cat’s stone shows some degree of irregularity and porosity in some areas, which has generated strong signals both in refraction and dark-field images, as confirmed by microCT images to be mostly surface roughness. Other than this, the cat’s stone exhibits more uniformity in the multi-contrast radiographs than the human sample.

3.4. X-ray Grating-Based Interferometry (GI)

The results of the Talbot–Lau grating interferometry for the dog, cat, and human urinary stones are shown in Figure 5. Here also, in all cases, the fine microstructures unraveled by the phase and dark-field contrast channels supersedes the attenuation radiographs. The superimposed layered structure of the human stone has also appeared as a high-frequency positive/minus differential phase signal (Figure 5c—bottom).

Figure 5. Retrieved (a) attenuation, (b) differential phase, and (c) dark-field images of three urinary stone samples taken by GI on the Talbot–Lau interferometer.
4. Discussion

About 80% of stones are composed of calcium oxalate (CaC$_2$O$_4$) and/or hydroxyapatite [5]. The three state-of-the-art reference techniques for precise urinary tract stone analysis are all in vitro methods, including X-ray diffraction (XRD), infrared spectroscopy, and polarization microscopy [3]. These methods are not only costly and time consuming, as is the SS method, but they also have a major disadvantage in the sense that the composition analysis of the stones is performed only after the stones are extracted. Thus, they offer no benefit during the preoperative treatment planning. Therefore, a reliable, non-invasive, pre-intervention method for stone analysis would be of extreme benefit, as it could significantly decrease the necessity of surgical interventions and, in general, would improve patient-specific treatment planning.

Clinical CT, due to its low resolution compared to the high-resolution microCT, can not provide sufficient differentiation among all urinary stones. Moreover, it imposes much higher doses to the tissue than radiography. Hence, being able to provide accurate differentiation through a simple radiography would be an extra advantage, and would likely alleviate patient dose concerns. Therefore, X-ray phase-contrast and dark-field radiography could be a potential alternative to bring added values to the diagnosis of urinary stones. X-ray SBI of sample stones resulted in informative details about material heterogeneity and porosity at sub-pixel-resolution scales, and could differentiate between investigated stone types, i.e., struvite, polycrystalline mixed calcium oxalate-phosphate, and more heterogeneous nano-polycrystalline calcium phosphate phases. As explained in the introduction, following Scherer et al. [33], we have evaluated the distribution of the pixel-wise ratio of the absorption and dark-field images obtained by SBI. These clearly cluster around well-defined mean values, as is indicated in Table 2. These clearly different mean values, which are obtained over the full stone volume, can be used as indicators of the given stone type. The relatively high standard deviations of the distribution around the mean values are due to the heterogeneity of the full samples, as is illustrated by microtomography above. Note that the values of the absorption to the dark-field ratio using the SBI and GI methods on two completely different setups are not comparable due to, e.g., the different dark-field sensitivities of the different methods and setups (among other things), as is described by a setup-specific proportionality constant for the dark field in [33].

Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of the distribution of the pixel-wise absorption to the dark-field image gray-value ratio, a dimensionless quantity, taken over different stones types obtained by SBI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Cat</th>
<th>Dog</th>
<th>Human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stdev</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to its technical simplicity and the very high photon efficiency compared to X-ray GI, X-ray SBI bears the potential to be applied for non-invasive, in vivo human urinary stone classification and differentiation. To this end, further phantom and/or in vivo studies should be performed with a larger number of samples to extract texture features from multi-contrast images and to clarify the dose levels needed in realistic or in vivo settings to obtain reliable stone classification. For this, the simulation of in vivo imaging conditions by embedding stones in different combinations of cadaveric animal tissue, bladder, urine, etc., will be considered. This will be the topic of future research.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have proposed and evaluated the potential of X-ray speckle-based imaging for the differentiation and classification of urinary stones. Three stones—one each from a human, a cat, and a dog—have been used to demonstrate the potential of the technique for classifying urinary stones. X-ray refraction and dark-field images were extracted from a laboratory implementation of an X-ray speckle tracking system in a fast radiogra-
The SBI results were confirmed and discussed through compound analysis by XRD and volumetric data obtained from microCT and by multi-modal images from a grating-based setup. The multi-contrast images could reveal important details of the internal macro/micro-porosity and heterogeneity level, leading to distinctions between the urinary stones. In particular, dark-field imaging can detect the existence of sub-pixel-resolution structures, which could be valuable for differentiating various stone compositions and complementing the insufficient spatial resolution of clinical CT. This promotes further studies on the feature analysis of all existing stone types to provide a systematic classification of urinary stones in multi-modal speckle-based radiography/tomography. The simplicity and photon efficiency of SBI implementation, also at higher energies, promises its potential applicability in a full-field in vivo imaging setting.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CT Computed tomography
DECT Dual-energy computed tomography
EI Edge-illumination
GI Grating-based interferometry
SBI Speckle-based imaging
WAXD Wide-angle X-ray diffraction
XRD X-ray diffraction
Appendix A

Figure A1. Detailed phase analysis of three urinary stones. XRD 1D profiles of stones from (a) a cat, (b) a human, and (c) a dog. (d) A 2D diffraction image with the high-intensity dots showing the single crystallinity.
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